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Imagine a lone military sniper, operating in stealth and stalking a target through the scope of his weapon—waiting for the
perfect moment to take that perfect shot. He shoots and hits the
target with laser-like precision. But how does he do it? How does
the military prepare him to perform these amazing feats with
his weapon?

How Sniper Schools Train Soldiers
At the USMC Scout Sniper Instructor School—which primarily trains Marines, but also takes students from other branches of
the military as needed—three sniper training courses are offered
to servicemembers.
The scout sniper basic course is used to train infantry
Marines. This intensive course lasts about three months. During
that time, trainees learn all of the basics that they need to know
to become a successful scout sniper.
“When they’re finished with their training, soldiers have
the ability to engage man-sized targets out to 1,000 yards—at a
known distance or an unknown distance,” said Captain Andrew
Rozic, the officer in charge of the school. “They also have the
ability to determine the range to a target, and then engage that
target with the accepted degree of accuracy, which is 80 percent.”
The scout sniper team leaders course is designed for Marines
who are already scout snipers and wish to pursue a leadership
role that includes skills like mission planning. In addition, students in this five-and-a-half week course learn advanced sniping
techniques to enhance their shooting abilities.
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The scout sniper unit leaders course is for first and second
lieutenants who want to learn about the leadership of scout
sniper platoons.
In order to conduct the training, the school uses technology
such as a handheld weather station, which is designed to measure variables that affect a sniper’s ability to make a shot—like
wind speed, humidity, barometric pressure and temperature. In
addition, the school uses special computers for ballistic solutions, laser rangefinders and standard military radios for communications.
Similarly, the U.S. Army Sniper School and the Maneuver
Center of Excellence conduct training to prepare soldiers for the
demands of working as a sniper. In order to do this, they offer
hands-on training based on the Army Learning Model 2015. In
the school’s course, which is five weeks long, students learn skills
such as target detection and stalking, moving target engagement
and rapid target techniques. In addition, trainees learn how to
properly maintain the Army’s suite of sniper weapon systems.
One important tool that is used in the Army’s Sniper School
training is a ballistic calculator, which, according to Captain Dan
Wilcox, Battalion Operations Officer, 2d Battalion 29th Infantry
Regiment, 197th Infantry BDE (former Sniper Company Commander), is so important to a trainee’s understanding of sniping that it’s the first piece of equipment that a student sniper
receives upon arriving at the school.
“The calculator uses a predictive algorithm that accounts
for the variables of temperature, barometric pressure, altitude,
height of the line of sight over the line of bore, bullet weight,
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